No matter how you look at it,
we always have the solution.

The ante -Group

Bromskirchen, Germany

Rottleberode, Germany

The company

The family-owned company was founded in 1927 by Josef
Ante in Winterberg-Züschen, and is now run by the 3rd
and 4th generation. The ante-Group has over 750 employees at four locations in Germany and Poland. It produces
modern wood products which are sold all over the world.
The product portfolio includes sawn lumber, solid structural
timber (KVH), glued laminated timber (BSH), engineered
framing as well as home and garden products such as
furniture, play sets, fences and panels. The value-added
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Kozuchów, Poland

chain is rounded out by the production of HD® pellets from
shavings and sawdust produced as a by-product. In this
way, ante uses almost 100% of the sustainable raw material wood.
In addition to the highly motivated employees, modern machinery ensures that the high ante quality standards are
met in all regards. ante meets the demands of the modern
market with numerous internationally recognised certificates such as PEFC, DIN Plus, CE, etc.

www.ante-holz.de
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Log purchasing - the unique selling point
Roadside purchasing

All native softwoods

From Spruce, Pine and Larch to Douglas fir

State-of-the-art tradition

What started as a sawmill in Winterberg (Germany)
over 80 years ago has grown into a fully integrated
wood industry company.

ante purchases wood roadside in partnership with
woodlot owners, forestry offices and forest wardens.
Our outside sales service employees are on site quickly
and maintain close contacts with sellers and trucking
companies.

All native softwood species are processed to manufacture modern wood products. A fast decision-making
process and in-house R&D department allow our familyowned company to produce future-oriented wood

All grades

products out of all harvested assortments.
The main harvested species are spruce, pine, and
larch. While Douglas fir and fir wood were still rare
a few years ago, the percentage of these woods used
in our production is increasing steadily.

Our logistics centre uses a state-of-the-art computer
system. Through our involvement in data communication and wood logistics pilot projects in partnership
with the renowned Frauenhofer Institute, the vendors
benefit directly from the fast and reliable wood hauling.

From B to C and D - we make
optimal use of the raw material

Contract harvesting

ante has the capabilities required to process all wood
quality levels and grades and to produce the optimal
final products for the respective log quality. The extensive product range and worldwide marketing of the
products is essential for this.

ante buys wood from all types of woodlot ownership
arrangements through contract harvesting.

ante utilises almost 100% of the purchased softwood.

All sizes
From long to short, thick to thin

Benefit by partnering with us

Our employees are trained in sylviculture and forest
management. They take over all aspects of wood
harvesting, from felling and skidding to hauling of the
timbers. We place great value on harvesting methods
which protect the ground and stand – regardless of
whether highly mechanised or manual-motorised wood
harvesting systems are desired.
The cooperation starts with an inspection of the
woodlot, on the basis of which an individual har-

vesting concept is developed for that specific forest.
For the actual harvesting, we work closely with local
harvesting and trucking companies. This ensures that
the wood harvesting is performed in a reliable and
responsible manner.
The harvesting companies are instructed to harvest the
wood so as to maximise value.
The resulting assortment which isn‘t suitable for milling
is sold at fair market value, for example to the pulp
and chipboard industry.

Not only does ante process all native softwood
species in all quality grades, the company also has
short timber, long timber and fence wood equipment.
We use a special oversized line in (Germany) to saw
oversize logs with a diameter of up to one meter.
This ensures that every harvested assortment can be
processed.
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Our products
KVH® (solid structural timber)

Sawn lumber

In the ante-Group, KVH ® (solid structural timber) is
produced out of spruce, pine and Douglas fir using
state-of-the-art systems. Thanks to its defined quality
and dimensional stability, KVH ® has become an indispensable material for modern wood construction.
It is suitable for all modern wood construction applications. Thanks to our production and inventory management system with wireless data support, we can
pick custom orders with a short lead time.

Sawn lumber is the basic product produced from log
wood through processing in the sawmill. It can be
used for many different things, green, dried, planed
or as KVH ® raw material or BSH laminations. At
ante, we produce the appropriate product
out of every log.
Sawn lumber assortment:
• Battens
• CE Roof Battens
• Squared Timber
• Gutter Boards
• Tongue and groove Boards
• Boards
• Pallet Wood

Engineered framing
The engineered framing centre custom-manufactures the wood-framed structure exactly according to the requirements and concepts of the architects and planners. We offer a high quality, economical, and on-time package
of different services.
We are the ideal partner for modern, high
performance wood construction.

Glued laminated timber (BSH)
BSH (glued laminated timber) is an industrially manufactured product which consists of no less than three
layers of spruce laminations which are glued together
with the fibres running in parallel. BSH is distinguished by extremely high dimensional stability, low
crack formation, higher load capacity in comparison
to conventional construction timber and high fire safety. Due to these positive attributes, glued laminated
timber has been part of the ante product portfolio
for over 20 years.
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Our products
Home and garden products

HD® pellets - natural heat

Outdoor wood products for every season - this sums up the ante home and garden product portfolio. A comprehensive and flexible programme for designing outdoor spaces.

The HD quality pellets produced and delivered by ante are top-quality wood pellets from
domestic, certified wood chips.

From seating to create a relaxing spot, to play sets and systems for the young ones and supplies for the hobby
gardener to carports - all with clear user value in mind. ante home and garden offers the right selection!

The raw material we use to produce our wood pellets is clean sawdust and wood shavings
generated in the process of manufacturing ante wood products. This material, which is
free from bark, is processed into high-quality HD® pellets directly and stored on site. HD®
pellets are higher-yielding, longer-burning and more efficient than regular wood pellets.
• Minimal content of short/broken pieces or dust • More efficient combustion
• Reduced emissions

• Maximum heat output

Reg. nr. 7 A 006

ID-Nr.: DE 008

PEFC/04-32-0046

info@ ante-pellets.de • www.ante-pellets.de

ante neo
Simple shapes, clear lines – full of character and
yet unassuming. A unique collection which meets
the highest quality and design standards.
The ante neo collection offers benches and chairs,
shelves and decorative elements. A harmonious
assortment for those with high standards.

info@ante-neo.de ∙ www.ante-neo.de
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Product development - people and ideas

Production

Urgency and haste are hallmarks not only of modern
business, but also of everyday modern life. The fast
pace and the associated ever shorter product life cycles call for new products and innovations.

ante is a fully integrated wood industry company.
Thanks to our state-of-the-art technology and processing capabilities, we are able to offer not only
standard products but also custom products as well.

ante works with strong partners to meet the demand
for design and market appropriate products.

Our maxim for the future is to utilise all aspects of the
development potential and the unique architectural,
economic, and ecological opportunities of modern
wood-frame construction together with all our customers.

Ante meets the demands of the modern market with
numerous internationally recognised certificates such
as PEFC, DIN CE, etc.

ante  -  Produktentwiklung
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Logistics - at home anywhere in the world
Thanks to effective inventory management and
perfect logistics which give us guaranteed permanent delivery capacity in all product segments, we
are prepared for the increasing globalisation of the
wood markets.

• Delivery of ante products around the world
• Logistics centres at all production sites
• Delivery on a regular schedule
• Direct curbside delivery for defined assortments

Preserve traditions - seize opportunities
Dedicated employees and a highly motivated management team are our most important resources.
We take TEAM SPIRIT seriously. This applies equally
to the business departments and manufacturing.
The company‘s different departments are organised
into innovative teams within a flat, modern organisational structure. We place great value on providing a highly functional organisational
structure, effective communication
and attractive workplaces at all
levels. Regular continuing
education training sessions, seminars and
workshops help us
to always achieve
the best.
All employees feel
that they are valuable members of a modern company which
has an outstanding reputation in the industry and
always encourages excellence.

Training at the ante - Group
• High quality training
• State of the art technology
• All training content is imparted
• Learning groups and working groups help with
exam preparation
• Good chances for being hired after
completing training
• ante has been involved as a training company
for over 25 years
• Outstanding future prospects for these trades
and continuing education options
• Student and trial internships also available
during the holidays
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ante - environment and certificates
Ecological sustainability as well as protection of the
environment and climate are among the top priorities
at ante. Our production is based on conifer logs
harvested in a sustainable manner by the woodlot
owners and is consistently geared towards being

environmentally friendly.
We comply strictly with legal requirements and regulations. Our certified energy and environmental management system follows the international ISO standards.
We also take additional voluntary measures.

Wood construction materials - helping protect
the environment
Modern wood construction materials such as BSH and
KVH® are an ideal choice for replacing construction
materials such as steel and concrete.
Building with concrete requires five times as much
energy as wood frame construction. Using steel (industrial halls) uses nine times and aluminium (window
manufacturing, building equipment) even 50 as much
energy as alternatives utilising wood products.
The forestry and lumber industry is the only industrial
sector which can produce construction materials while

at the same time:
• processing 100 % of the raw material
• manufacturing without a negative effect on the work
environment and general public
• not leaving behind any residual waste and longstanding pollution
• being one of the few industrial sectors which supports
the essential goal of sustainable management of the
forest resource

Production
Wood is a wonderful and universally useable raw
material. It can be used as a raw material and energy source which can also be decomposed through
CO2-neutral biological processes. This is why there is
no waste at ante.

Wood shavings and sawdust are pressed into ante
HD® pellets with an extremely high energy content.
Bark and chips are fired in biomass power plants to
produce green energy, using the particularly effective
CHP process.

All of the wood waste generated in the process of
manufacturing the ante products is utilised completely.
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ante - Group
Im Inkerfeld 1
59969 Bromskirchen-Somplar
Germany
Tel.: +49 2984/308-0 • Fax: +49 2984/8977
info@ante-holz.de
www.ante-holz.de
Valid from April 2015. Reprinting (even extracts) by written consent only. Product range is subject to change. Misprint reserved. Colours may differ from those shown due
to printing processes. ante copyright 2015. Our general trading conditions apply. The conditions can be seen at www.ante-holz.de

